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Using the law for a radically better world







Overhauling Australia's broken environment laws only happens once in a generation. This is a critical moment to get good laws that halt the destruction, reverse the decline and bring nature back.



Sign the petition – or check out our handy guide to write an impactful submission.





Take action for laws that actually protect nature










We work on the most pressing environmental justice issues 
of our time

We stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the communities we serve.

Together we run game-changing court cases, high-stakes legal interventions and bold advocacy campaigns. 

We hold governments and corporations to account, using the law to create a world that works for all of us. 
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Where we deliver impact
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Climate justice

We go to court to drive climate ambition, to expose destruction and deliver justice for frontline communities.
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Ending pollution

We partner with communities fighting for clean air and swimmable rivers, to make life safer and fairer.
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Protecting nature

We use the law to protect nature and regenerate vital ecosystems on the brink of collapse.
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First Nations justice

We provide legal support to First Nations people fighting for Country and Culture.
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Donate today

Power game-changing court cases and legal interventions for environmental justice. 


$20

$50

$100



or donate another amount
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We're a public interest legal organisation for environmental justice and a radically better world.

We're proudly not-for-profit, independent and funded by the generous EJA community.

We work shoulder-to-shoulder with the communities we serve.









Impact highlights
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Landmark living wonders climate cases

Read More
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The possums case

Read More
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Save Lee Point

Read More
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Cultural flows at Margooya Lagoon

Read More















See more of our impact
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Over three decades delivering lasting, large-scale impact

The law is a powerful tool. 
Let's use it, together.




How we work

















The latest
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Traditional Owners considering legal options

Read More
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Meet Tessa Fluence: EJA’s Head of Communications

Read More
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The Forest Wars: Join David Lindenmayer new book launch

Read More
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Dingoes can still be killed across Victoria

Read More
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The time to push for large-scale system change is now.

Together, let's use the law as a tool for radically better world.








First Name(Required) 

Last Name(Required) 

Email(Required)



Postcode(Required)
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We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the lands on which we live and work. We pay respect to their Elders past and present, and pay tribute to the vital role First Nations peoples play in caring for Country across Australia.
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